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Stand up, YumiStand up, Yumi

Chung!Chung!

by Jessica Kim
TWEEN KIM
Reworking mortifying memories
about her perpetual shyness and
cross-cultural realities into
comedy gold, an aspiring

comedienne accidentally lands in a comedy camp
under the instruction of a favorite celebrity.

Scout's honorScout's honor

by Lily Anderson
Born into a family of hunters
sworn to protect humans from
interdimensional parasites,
16-year-old Prudence Perry, a
former legacy Ladybird Scout,
falls back into the fold when her
town is hit with a mysterious

wave of demons.

You can go your ownYou can go your own

wayway

by Eric Smith
Trapped inside an arcade by a
snowstorm, Adam, who is
determined to save the arcade
from Philadelphia’s newest tech
mogul, and Whitney, the

daughter of the tech mogul, find the tension
between them turning into something else.

The Adventure zoneThe Adventure zone

: the crystal: the crystal

kingdomkingdom

by Clint McElroy
A desperate call for help
interrupts holiday celebrations at
the Bureau of Balance, and
sends Taako, Magnus and Merle

on a high-stakes mission to find and reclaim a
fourth deadly relic: a powerful transmutation stone,
hidden somewhere in the depths of afloating
arcane laboratory that's home to the Doctors

Funny
Fiction for
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Looking for a laugh? Check out these books!
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My Calamity JaneMy Calamity Jane

by Cynthia Hand
A side-splitting follow-up to My
Plain Jane finds Wild Bill’s
Traveling Show performer
Calamity Jane incurring a
suspicious bite in the wake of a
garou hunt gone wrong before
seeking a cure in Deadwood,

where she encounters a life-threatening surprise..

The field guide toThe field guide to

the North Americanthe North American

teenagerteenager

by Ben Philippe
When Norris, a Black French
Canadian, starts his junior year at
an Austin, Texas, high school, he
views his fellow students as

clichés from "a bad 90s teen movie."

LovelessLoveless

by Alice Oseman
Surrounded by the narrative that
dating + sex = love, Georgia, who
doesn’t have sexual or romantic
feelings for anyone, comes to
understand herself as asexual/
aromantic and learns that there
are plenty of other ways to find

love and connection.

Laughing at myLaughing at my

nightmarenightmare

by Shane Burcaw
BIOGRAPHY BURCAW / TEEN
A twenty-one-year-old with
spinal muscular atrophy
describes the challenges he
faces and shares stories about

growing up and living with this rare neuromuscular
disease.

Girls save the worldGirls save the world

in this onein this one

by Ash Parsons
Looking forward to the panels,
photo ops and celebrity
appearances at the ZombieCon
fan convention, June and her
girl-power friends discover that
real zombies have taken over the

event, prompting a daring plan to save the world.

Martian ghostMartian ghost

centaurcentaur

by Mat Heagerty
Teen Graphic Heagerty
Louie and her best friend Felix
decide they'll do whatever it
takes to save their hometown
from losing all the people and

places that make it special. In hopes that
convincing people the Sasquatch is real and to
drive back tourism, Louie and Felix plan an
elaborate hoax.

This will be funnyThis will be funny

somedaysomeday

by Katie Henry
Sixteen-year-old Izzy, has
stumbled across her dream of
doing stand-up comedy, but
hiding it from family and friends
is causing her many untruths to

quickly unravel.

Creepy cat. 1Creepy cat. 1

by Cotton Valent
Teen Graphic Valent
When Flora inherits a mansion
she discovers that it is already
inhabited by a large white feline
with red eyes that she calls
Creepy Cat, and which can

multiply itself and change its shape, but what she
doesn't know is that it protects her from the more
dangerous creatures that also frequent the house.

The life andThe life and

(medieval) times of(medieval) times of

Kit SweetlyKit Sweetly

by Jamie Pacton
Kit Sweetly slays sexism, bad
bosses, and bad luck to become
a knight at a medieval-themed
restaurant.

Sunny G's series ofSunny G's series of

rash decisionsrash decisions

by Navdeep Singh Dhillon
When Mindi Vang steals his
notebook filled with rash
decisions on prom night, Sunny
chases after her and has an
unexpected all-night adventure

filled with reckless, wonderful, romantic, stupid,
life-changing decisions.

Be dazzledBe dazzled

by Ryan La Sala
Seventeen-year-old Raffy is
determined to win a cosplay
competition that could lead to art
school admission and respect for
his talent, but being paired with
his main competitor, ex-boyfriend
Luca, complicates things.

Pretty funny for aPretty funny for a

girlgirl

by Rebecca Elliott
Haylah is an ace best friend, a
loving daughter, and an
incredibly patient sister to a four-
year-old brother. Best of all, she's
mastered making light of every
situation--from her mom's new

boyfriend to unsolicited remarks on her plus-sized
figure. Besides, she has a big secret: one day, she'll
be a stand-up comedian star.
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